
Computers and technology are the most powerful forces in the modern era. With time,
technology's appearance has changed, and it is currently depicted as a fundamental power
for human endurance. Our lives have been covered in the cloak of technology, which has
made things simpler and more proficient while acquainting us with a better approach to
living. Technology is developing and evolving rapidly, so it has spurred an interest in experts
who are talented at taking care of and dissecting it. To keep up with the latest trends as an
IT practitioner, it is necessary to adjust to the tides of shifting technology. By studying at the
respected XYZ University’s Masters in Information Technology programme in Australia, I hope
to focus on my domain expertise.

Since I was a child, computers have been a constant presence in my life. My interest in
computers led me to choose computer science as my intermediate studies’ major. It made
me more familiar with the world of technology. The capacity of signs, numbers, and images
to modify an idea charmed me. At that point, I chose to pursue a B.Tech. in Computer
Engineering. I got a great deal of openness to the major thoughts in computer engineering
all through my undergrad years at XYZ College in xx. I procured a 9.5 total grade point
average and graduated with first rank from my college. To widen how I might interpret
computer engineering, I likewise completed various web-based courses. To satiate my
developing longing to dive into the different parts of computer science, I have taken courses
in big data, Python, coding, technology, computer science, and AI.

I have considered scholastic assignments to be opportunities to fortify my comprehension
since I learn best through training. I finished a project in my senior year that was beneficial
to the people around me. The staff expressed dissatisfaction over the loss of several crucial
files. The absence of filing maintenance consumed a lot of staff time. The absence of a filing
system really worried my mother, who was employed there in the front office. I started to pay
attention to it over time. As a result, I created a software that can save documents in a file
system and quickly retrieve them if necessary. The project gave me belief in my capacities
and was appreciated by the college and faculties.

Towards the end of my graduation, I was employed by (organization name) through
campus selection and recruitment. I was recruited by the organization to fill in as a junior
system operator. In this role, I am mainly accountable for ensuring everything is up and
working without a hitch. Other than that, I also need to ensure that the reinforcement
frameworks are set up and protect the security system’s functionality.



Along with gaining a reputation for being a productive understudy in college, I have taken
part in various extracurricular activities. I was the captain of the college cricket team and got
the chance to participate in various tournaments. I took part effectively in the tech club in
college, which assisted me with fostering my technical expertise. The club frequently held
technical exhibitions in the community and at the college, which prompted individuals with
similar interests to showcase their creations. Likewise, it improved my time management,
collaboration, organizational, and communication capacities.

Since I graduated, I have considered earning a master's degree. But I realized that it would
be best for me to get some work experience before that. I want to continue on now that I
have completed it. Being educated about a discipline regarding technology is important to
my role as a system operator. This supports my decision to choose a course with various
disciplines. According to my studies, the most demanding and useful course is a master's in
Information Technology. Besides that, it also pays attention to various communication
systems that can help me upgrade my portfolio and skills.

I have come to understand during my graduate studies that the Indian educational
institutions prioritize giving students a theoretical foundation while falling short of offering
sufficient practical experience. The understudies' innate potential has been restricted this
way. This viewpoint convinced me to choose a foreign country where the training
emphasizes pragmatic learning. At the point when I initially began taking a gander at the
upsides of countries like the UK, the USA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, Australia stood
apart from the others due to its high scholarly standards and nature of education.
Work-coordinated education is a teaching methodology used by a few Australian colleges
to help understudies apply what they are learning in class to real-life situations. All through
the country, students follow a uniform course structure that is modified frequently.

One of the Australian institutions with the most state-of-the-art innovations is XYZ University.
They give amazing instruction through advanced infrastructure, facilities, guides, and
teachers who are qualified. Due to the university’s close ties to other leading IT companies,
students can take advantage of the best internship opportunities and practical training. I
found the programme presented by XYZ on their website and was glad to find that it
definitely fit my demands. The programme comprises [names of the subjects], which I am
most interested in. The focus your university puts on instructing and molding understudies
for the practical sides of the business is truly encouraging. These elements drove me to pick
your university to further my studies.



I plan to get back to India after effectively finishing this programme. I will be able to access
new opportunities due to my professional expertise and this internationally recognized
credential. As a top systems operations manager, I want to work for associations like Infosys,
Wipro, or TCS. My professional desires will be furthered by my acknowledgement of your
highly regarded university. Hence, I'm looking forward to your decision.
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